Welcome
  Dr. Terrence Barmann

Introductions

Admission procedures workshop
  Admissions Office – Tammi Grow & Amy Hubbell
  • Answer questions in regards to admissions standards
  • Registration Deadline reminders

MDHE reporting - Amy Washam
  • HIGH SCHOOL NAME: What is the name of the high school/ keep high schools grouped together
  • INDIVIDUAL CLASSES/PERIODS PER Day: Whatever term the high school uses, Indicate how many times the course is offered per day
  • NUMBER OF DAYS PER WEEK CLASS OFFERED: Indicate the number of days per week the class is offered
  • OF THE CLASSES, NUM OF MIXED POPULATION CLASSES: out of the classes offered for each course listed how many of them are mixed (some dual credit students and some students taking the course for high school credit only)
  • TOTAL NUM OF STUDENTS FOR THIS COURSE: If more than one teacher teaching the course
  • MIN GRD_LVL OF STUD ENROLL: What is the Minimum grade level of the students taking this course for college credit e.g., 9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th grade
  • MINIMUM ACT SCORE: What is the minimum ACT score for Freshmen taking DC and Column S, what is the minimum ACT score for sophomores taking DC?

Course evaluation procedures - Amy Washam

Tax forms for instructors and counselors - Amy Washam

Distribute NACEP dual credit program evaluation - Amy Washam

Reminder of option for counselors to teach General Psychology course for dual credit in their schools - Amy Washam

Reminder on Payment Plan Options for Student Tuition – Amy Washam & Amy Hubbell